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Abstract: In recent, a new concept of workflow mining is becoming one of the main research issues 

in the workflow management literature. It is able to discover a variety of valuable knowledge 

reflecting the process-centered perspectives in workflow-supported organizations. In particular, 

finding control-flow paths is a very important functionality in terms of analyzing the 

process-centered perspectives in a workflow model as well as evaluating their performances in a 

series of enactment traces and logs of the corresponding workflow model. In this paper, we describe 

a conceptual formalism for transforming workflow models to their control-flow classification 

automata. A control-flow classification automaton transformed from a specific workflow model 

plays a decisive role in implementing an efficient approach to generate all possible sequences of 

control-flow paths from the corresponding workflow model. It also can be eventually used as 

control-flow classification filters on workflow enactment traces and logs. 
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paths; workflow enactment traces and logs. 

 

1. Introduction 

According for workflow design and automation 

technologies to swiftly grow and be increasingly used by 

both traditional and newly formed process-aware 

enterprises, we need to dig out workflow mining 

technologies concerning about workflow intelligence and 

quality [1,2]. In particular, the basic concept of workflow 

mining [3] is to explore various and valuable knowledge 

from workflow enactment event logs by considering 

several perspectives on workflow models, such as 

control-flow perspective, data-flow perspective, and 

resources perspective. In this paper, we focus on the 

control-flow perspective. Particularly, we describe a 

conceptual transformation of control-flow classification 

automata from a workflow model. A control-flow 

classification automaton is able to generate all possible 

sequences representing control paths that can be used as 

classification filters on execution traces. 
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2. Transformations of Control-Flow 

Classification Automata  

Mining of workflow models from process logs has 

been addressed in several studies [3-5]. It serves as an 

alternative way to construct workflow models where 

process designers being faced with difficulties in 

modeling correctly. On the other hand, we focus on 

different situation where an exact model is given and we 

need to analyze the control-flow aspect of execution 

traces within process logs.  

Figure 1 shows the workflow model that is 

discovered from the workflow enactment logs of the 

purchasing process model [6]. In order to perform the 

control-flow classification [7] of execution traces, 

finding all possible control paths from a workflow model 

is an essential preliminary stage. However, the extraction 

of control paths could be complicated caused by the 

intrinsic features of workflow model. For example, 

“AND-split” constructs in a workflow model can cause a 

dramatic increase in number of possible paths by 

considering all combinations of execution orderings. 

Furthermore, if a “Loop” construct exist, finding all 

control paths is impossible since the number of possible 

paths become infinite. 
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Figure 1. The Workflow Model Discovered from the Purchasing Process Enactment Logs

 

Figure 2. A Control-flow Classification Automaton 

Transformed from the Workflow Model of Figure 1 

 

In order to mitigate the problem, we suggest an 

approach to reduce a number of control paths to the finite 

and generate automatically by using a kind of finite-state 

automaton, which is called “control-flow classification 

automaton”. We firstly introduce notations of event types 

and state in our automata. In particular, we use the 

regular expression syntax to express event types. 

Additionally, some notations are newly defined to deal 

with certain event types. 

 𝑒𝑖 ∈ 𝐄 is an atomic event represents an execution of 

single activity. e.g., A, B 

 Following notations represent executions of certain 

patterns of control-flow. 

– (𝐄)+: One or more occurrences of a group of 

events within the parentheses.  

e.g., (AB)+ ⊃ *"AB", "ABAB", "ABABAB", … +  

– (𝐄)×: All combinations of orderings of a group of 

events within the parentheses.  

e.g., (ABC)× ⊃ *"ABC", "ACB", "BAC", "BCA",  

"CAB", "CBA"+ 

– 𝑒𝑖~𝑒𝑗: A sequence of events from 𝑒𝑖 to 𝑒𝑗.  

 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝐒 is a state represents a condition that certain 

activities corresponding to an input event are 

completed. 

Based on the above basic notations, we can formally 

define a control-flow classification automaton. The 

conceptual ideas for transforming of the automaton from 

a workflow model in considering basic control-flow 

constructs (OR-split, AND-split, Loop) are as follows: 

 “OR-split” construct: Each control-flow, which is 

successor of a preceding OR-split construct, is 

regarded as a unique control path since a number of 

paths caused by that construct is increasing 

proportionally. 

 “AND-split” construct: A group of control-flow 

which are successors of a preceding AND-split 
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construct is denoted by (𝐄)×  since a number of 

paths caused by that construct is increasing 

exponentially. 

 “Loop” construct: We simply regard an infinite 

number of control-flows in a loop block as one 

unique control path. Therefore, a group of 

control-flow which is included in a loop block is 

denoted by (𝐄)+ that representing execution of the 

loop block at least one time. 

 

The automaton transformed from the example model 

is shown in Figure 2. In this example, the automaton 

consists of 11 states (s0, 𝑠1, … 𝑠10+ and 14 events. The 

sequence of activities from G to N is denoted by G~N. 

Additionally, two OR-split nodes and four Loop blocks 

are existed in the model while any AND-split constructs 

are not contained. Table 1 shows the details of extracted 

control paths from the automaton in Figure 2. As a result, 

36 control paths are identified. The initial state s0 

means that there is no any completed activity. On the 

other hand, the final state s10 indicates that all activities 

in a certain control path are completed. The extracted 

control-flow paths can be used as classification filters 

and used to analyze the control-flow of execution traces 

by performing tasks similar to the pattern matching 

between filters and execution traces.  

 

Table 1. Control-flow Paths from Figure 2  

No.  Control-Flow Paths 

1 ADEG~NOQRUV 

2 ADEG~NOQRSUV 

3 ADEG~NOQRS(TS)+UV 

4 ADEG~NO(PO)+QRUV 

5 ADEG~NO(PO)+QRSUV 

6 ADEG~NO(PO)+QRS(TS)+UV 

7 ADE(FE)+G~NOQRUV 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

30 AB(CB)+DEG~NO(PO)+QRS(TS)+UV 

31 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NOQRUV 

32 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NOQRSUV 

33 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NOQRS(TS)+UV 

34 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NO(PO)+QRUV 

35 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NO(PO)+QRSUV 

36 AB(CB)+DE(FE)+G~NO(PO)+QRS(TS)+UV 

3. Conclusion 

This paper proposed the conceptual idea about the 

transformation of a kind of finite-state automata from a 

workflow model so as to limit a number of possible 

control paths in finite-size scaling. Also, we show that 

the automaton ought to be an efficient means to generate 

a finite set of control-flow paths from a workflow model. 

Eventually, those control-flow paths are useful in 

classifying and analyzing workflow execution traces and 

process logs. 
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